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I. Introduction
Chapter 11 debtors continue to elect the section 363 sale process, in many instances involuntarily, to sell substantially
all of their assets and wind-down their business affairs, rather than attempting to restructure and emerge through a
traditional plan of reorganization. 1 According to some commentators, “section 363 sales provide a mechanism to
preserve going concern value and maximize creditor recoveries in a way that often cannot be accomplished through the
traditional chapter 11 process or outside of bankruptcy.” 2
The drafters of the Bankruptcy Code surely envisioned that a typical Chapter 11 case would culminate in the confirmation
of a Chapter 11 plan of reorganization. Today, however, that is rarely the case. 3 Section 363 sales are now followed by
liquidating plans 4 or structured dismissals. 5 “There is little evidence that this trend will reverse itself soon.” 6
Furthermore, in almost all cases, bankruptcy court orders approving a section 363 sale (purportedly pursuant to section
363(f) of the Bankruptcy Code) include boilerplate language that the asset sale is free and clear of any claims against
the purchaser, including claims that could be asserted under state law successor liability theory (“successor liability
claims”), or that the purchaser is obtaining the assets based upon assurances that it would be protected from successor
liability claims, 7 or both. Some believe that a sale order conveying estate assets free and clear of successor liability claims
increase the value of the debtor's estate by attracting purchasers who have seemingly paid more for the assets because
of a perceived insulation from successor liability claims. 8
The true extent of the purchaser's insulation from successor liability claims, however, can only be measured after
analyzing the relief afforded under section 363(b) and (f) of the Bankruptcy Code, the primary statutory predicates for a
“free and clear” sale order. This article argues that section 363(b) and (f) simply cannot provide insulation from successor
liability claims, notwithstanding the ever-expanding body of federal case law broadly endorsing pre-confirmation sales
of a debtor's assets free of such claims. Instead, claims against a section 363 under a successor liability theory should be
evaluated under state successor liability law. Part I of this article briefly discusses the various provisions of section 363.
Part II of this article provides a primer on relevant state successor liability law. Part III introduces the various reasons
supporting the body of federal case law that authorizes the sale of a debtor's business free and clear of successor liability
claims pursuant to section 363(b) and (f). Part IV challenges the conclusions reached in these decisions and provides
support for the proposition that the merits of successor liability claims against a section 363 purchaser should be analyzed
under state successor liability law, notwithstanding the existence of broadly worded section 363 sale orders that purport
to insulate asset purchasers from successor liability.

II. Section 363 Sales
Section 363 of the Bankruptcy Code allows for the use, sale, or lease of property that belongs to the bankruptcy estate. 9
Subsection (b) allows a trustee 10 of a bankruptcy estate to sell estate property within the normal course of a debtor's
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business without prior notice or hearing by a bankruptcy court, while subsection (c) allows the trustee to sell estate
property out00000side the normal course of a debtor's business with prior notice to and a hearing before the bankruptcy
court. 11 In turn, subsection (f) of section 363 makes plain that the property may be sold unencumbered by interests held
by others under certain listed conditions. 12
Subsection (e) of section 363 provides that “on request of an entity that has an interest in property ... proposed to be ...
sold ... by the trustee, the court, with or without a hearing, shall prohibit or condition such ... sale ... as is necessary to
provide adequate protection of such interest.” 13
Thus, section 363 provides means to sell estate assets without the need to confirm a Chapter 11 plan. 14 In a section 363
sale, “assets are typically burnished (or ‘cleansed’) because they are sold free and clear of [interests in property].” 15 A
free and clear order maximizes estate value, presumably, because it “allows the buyer to acquire [the assets] without fear
that an estate creditor can enforce its claim against those assets.” 16

III. Successor Liability Theories
Section 363(f) sale orders routinely contain provisions providing that the section 363 purchaser is acquiring the assets
free and clear of claims, including claims that could be asserted under state successor liability law. This section provides
a brief primer on state successor liability law.
As an initial premise, it is generally accepted that a purchaser of corporate assets does not assume any debts or liabilities
of the corporation it has purchased. 17 State law determines those circumstances where an exception applies to this
general rule and an asset purchaser is deemed to have assumed the debts or liabilities of the seller. 18 Under state common
law, there are four exceptions to the general prohibition against successor liability: (1) where the purchaser expressly or
impliedly agrees to assume such debts or other liabilities; (2) where the transaction amounts to a consolidation or merger
of the seller and purchaser; (3) where the purchasing corporation is merely a continuation of the selling corporation; or
(4) where the transaction is entered into fraudulently in order to escape liability for such debts. 19
In addition to these four exceptions to the general rule that an asset purchaser does not assume the liabilities of an
asset seller, some states have also adopted the rule of product line successor liability. Under this theory, “a purchaser
of substantially all assets of a firm assumes, with some limitations, the obligation for product liability claims arising
from the selling firm's presale activities. Liability is transferred irrespective of any clauses to the contrary in the asset
purchase agreement.” 20 The policy underlying the product line exception is based upon a “premise that a person who is
injured by a defective product should be able to bring a product liability action against a company which purchases the
assets of an unrelated company and then continues manufacturing and distributing essentially the same product using
the predecessor's assets, equipment, intellectual property and goodwill.” 21

IV. Successor Liability Claims as “Interests” in Property
Property that is sold pursuant to a section 363 sale order is sold “free and clear of any interest in such property.” 22
“Interest in property” is not defined within the Bankruptcy Code and for the most part, courts have been unable to
construct a precise definition of the term. 23 “But the Code itself does not suggest that ‘interest’ should be understood in
a special or narrow sense; on the contrary, the use of the term ‘any’ counsels in favor of a broad definition.” 24 And while
the term “any interest in property” should not be viewed without boundaries, 25 Congress has historically utilized the
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term “interest” in legislation in order avoid “rigid and technical definitions drawn from other areas of the law...” 26 In re
Leckie Smokeless Coal Co. 27 provides good instruction on this issue. In Leckie, the debtors sought declaratory relief that
they could sell their assets free and clear of funding obligations arising under the Coal Industry Retiree Health Benefit
Act of 1992 (the “Coal Act”). 28 The benefit plans argued that the bankruptcy court could not extinguish successor
liabilities arising under the Coal Act. 29 In determining that the debtors could sell their assets free and clear of funding
obligations, the Leckie court first embraced an expansive view of the phrase “any interest in property”:
[W]hile the plain meaning of the phrase “interest in such property” suggests that not all general rights
to payment are encompassed by the statute, Congress did not expressly indicate that, by employing
such language, it intended to limit the scope of [section] 363(f) to in rem interests, strictly defined, and
we decline to adopt such a restricted reading of the statute here. 30

In turn, the Leckie court concluded that because the section 363 assets were to be used in coal mining operations, the
benefit plans' entitlement to payment for the debtors' Coal Act obligations created an “interest in property” within the
meaning of section 363(f): 31
[I]f Appellees had never elected to put their assets to use in the coal-mining industry, and had taken up business in an
altogether different area, the Plan and Fund would have no right to seek premium payments from them. Because there
is therefore a relationship between (1) the Fund's and Plan's rights to demand premium payments from Appellees and
(2) the use to which Appellees put their assets, we find that the Fund and Plan have interests in those assets within the
meaning of [§ ] 363(f). 32

“Thus, Leckie seems to suggest that the term ‘any interest’ is intended to refer to obligations that are connected to, or
arise from, the property being sold.” 33
In an oft-cited decision on the interpretation of “interest in property,” the Third Circuit in In re Trans World Airlines 34
similarly construed the term broadly. The TWA court concluded that the rights of employees to travel-related benefits
received in settlement of a sex discrimination lawsuit constituted “interests in property.” 35 This decision was based upon
the belief that “any interest” should include interests “that could potentially travel with the property being sold.” 36
Thus, the TWA Court concluded that “[t]he trend seems to be toward a more expansive reading of ‘interests in property’
which encompasses other obligations that may flow from ownership of the property.” 37
Cases that have squarely addressed whether successor liability claims are deemed “interests in property” under section
363(f) have, in most instances, held in the affirmative. 38 That is, successor liability claims are a type of “interest” in
property from which the property may be sold free and clear. 39 This approach diverged from early Bankruptcy Code
cases that concluded that section 363 could not be used to sell assets free and clear of tort claims, including successor
liability tort claims, because tort claimants did not have specific interests in debtor property. 40 Nevertheless, in later
cases, courts 41 have linked their power under section 363(f) of the Bankruptcy Code (which does not use the term
“claims”) to authorize sales of assets “free and clear” of successor liability claims to their power under section 1141(c)
of the Bankruptcy Code, which provides that after confirmation of a plan of reorganization, the “property dealt with
by the plan is free and clear of all claims and interests of creditors, equity security holders, and of general partners in
the debtor.” 42
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The Second Circuit's decision in In re Chrysler provides a good example of this reasoning. 43 In Chrysler, the Second
Circuit was called upon to review objections to the bankruptcy court's approval of a section 363 sale order. The sale
order authorized the sale of the debtor's assets, while terminating the right to pursue claims against the section 363
asset purchaser “on any theory of successor or transferee liability[,] whether known or unknown as of the Closing, now
existing or hereafter arising, asserted or unasserted, fixed or contingent, liquidated or unliquidated.” 44 Objectors to the
sale argued that successor liability claims could not be extinguished because they were not “interests” in the debtor's
property. Because Congress intentionally included the word “claims” in section 1141(c), and excluded the term from §
363(f), the objectors argued, “it was willing to extinguish tort claims in the reorganization context, but unwilling to do
so in the § 363 sale context.” 45 According to the Chrysler objectors, the rationale for the different language was born
from a belief that plan confirmation afforded successor liability claimants procedural rights that were not provided in
a section 363(b) sale. 46
Although conceding that the language and structure of sections 1141(c) and 363(f) were quite different, 47 the Second
Circuit believed the ever-expanding role of section 363 in bankruptcy proceedings required it to “harmonize the
application of § 1141(c) and § 363(f)” 48 so as to incorporate successor liability claims into the definition of “interests in
property”, notwithstanding that the term “claim” was not contained in section 363(f). 49 Thus, if assets could be cleansed
of successor liability claims pursuant to a confirmed plan of reorganization, as permitted under section 1141(c), they
should likewise be cleansed in a 363 sale order.
In turn, a primary rationale underlying this expansive interpretation of section 363 is premised on preserving the
Bankruptcy Code's priority-of-distribution scheme: by allowing successor liability claimants to recover from section 363
purchasers--instead of limiting the right of a successor liability claimant to obtain a distribution on its claim from the
debtor's estate--a low-priority, unsecured claimant “might upend the priorities of competing creditors.” 50 As noted in
Chrysler: 51
Appellants rights are grounded, at least in part, in the fact that Old Chrysler's very assets have been employed for
automobile production purposes: if [the purchasers had] never elected to put their assets to use in the automobile industry,
and had taken up business in an altogether different area [appellants] would have no right to seek damages [from the
asset purchasers].
To allow the claimants to assert successor liability claims against [the purchasers] while limiting the other creditors'
recourse to the proceeds of the asset sale would be inconsistent with the Bankruptcy Code's priority scheme. 52

Thus, this expansive interpretation of section 363(f), arguably, preserves the “priority scheme of the Bankruptcy Code
and the principle of equity of distribution by preventing a plaintiff from asserting in personam successor liability against
the [purchaser] while leaving other creditors to satisfy their claims from the proceeds of the asset sale.” 53
An additional rationale supporting this generous interpretation of section 363 is that by enabling the s0ale of debtor
assets to be free and clear of successor liability claims, the debtor encourages more bidding on the assets, and, presumably,
obtains a higher sale price for them, “thereby maximizing the value of the estate and maximizing potential recovery to
creditors.” 54
The preceding rationale was one of the bases for the Seventh Circuit in Teed vs. Thomas & Betts Power Solutions,
L.L.C. 55 to conclude in dicta that the framework for imposing successor liability on an asset purchaser should be
different if the asset seller was insolvent. 56 In Teed, Judge Posner noted that:
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If [the debtor's assets were] sold as a going concern, a buyer subject to successor liability would not
pay as much as it would if it didn't bear that liability. As a result the bank's secured claim would in
effect become junior to the workers' unsecured claim by the amount by which that claim depressed the
price that the successor would pay for [the seller's assets]. That is a good reason not to apply successor
liability after an insolvent debtor's default, whether its assets were sold in bankruptcy or outside (by
a receiver, for example, as in this case): to apply the doctrine in such a case might upend the priorities
of competing creditors. 57

Notably, Judge Posner's position in Teed is also based upon preserving bankruptcy priorities 58 and implies that section
363 should preempt state successor liability laws. As discussed in Section V, C in this article, however, section 363 of the
Bankruptcy Code does not preempt state successor liability laws because of the lack of a “clear and manifest purpose”
of congress authorizing such preemption. 59

V. Why Asset Purchasers Should Not Be Insulated From Successor Liability Claims
A. Successor Liability Claims are Not Interests in Property
The inclusion of language in a section 363 sale order that estate assets are “free and clear” of successor liability claims is
routine. Yet, successor liability claimants are general unsecured creditors, who have no specific interest in the property
that is being sold. 60 It is important to note here that there is no nexus between a successor liability claimant and specific
debtor property outside of bankruptcy, unless the successor liability claimant was to miraculously transform his in
personam claim to an in rem claim against the debtor. 61 Traditionally a transformation from an in personam claim to
an in rem claim can arise from a consensual security agreement related to specifically identified property, or the filing
of an attachment or lien following the successful prosecution of a civil action claim. 62 Once this transformation occurs,
it is widely accepted that the in rem claim is the type of interest that should be cleansed in a section 363 sale given the
broad definition of “any interest in property” adopted by the courts. 63 Such an interest is specifically quantified by the
judgment and readily protected under section 363(e). Obviously, a judgment based upon a successor liability claim is not
one that can be assessed against debtor property in the first instance, however, and can only be levied against a successor's
property based upon a judgment against the successor. A judgment against a successor does not constitute an interest in
the debtor's property, and thus is not cleansed by section 363(f) on a free and clear sale in the debtor's bankruptcy case.
The type of “interest in property” that is contemplated by the language of section 363(f) is one that “clouds title.” 64
Interests that cloud title are “interests that raise questions that may affect the claim of title and pose problems in the
future.” 65 Suits to remove a “cloud on title” originated in the equity court of England:
They were in the nature of bills quia timet, 66 which allowed the plaintiff to institute suits when an
action would not lie in a court of law. For instance, a plaintiff whose title to land was continually
being subjected to litigation in the law courts could bring a suit to quiet title in a court of equity in
order to obtain an adjudication on title and relief against further suits. Similarly, one who feared that
an outstanding deed or other interest might cause a claim to be presented in the future could maintain
a suit to remove a cloud on title. 67

Common examples of actions that “cloud title” include the filing of a UCC financing statement affecting personal
property, or the filing of a lis pendens or lien affecting real property. A successor liability claim is an in personam claim,
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and an in personam claim, in and of itself, does not “cloud title.” In turn, allowing claims that do not cloud title to be
considered “interests in property” allow an unduly and improperly broad interpretation of section 363(f). 68
Accordingly, the case law cited above 69 that posits that an “interest” exists in debtor property so long as there is a nexus
between a right to demand payment from successor and the successor's use of debtor property is simply too tenuous to
insulate the asset purchaser from successor claims.

B. Releasing Asset Purchasers from Successor Liability Claims Is Tantamount to Unauthorized Third-Party Releases
Indeed, if a section 363 asset purchaser is truly insulated from successor liability claims as a result of a section 363 sale
order, the in personam relief granted by the order is tantamount to a nondebtor release of the asset purchaser from the
successor liability claim. 70
Nondebtor releases, however, are permitted under the Bankruptcy Code only in very limited circumstances. For example,
section 524(g) provides for a channeling injunction for asbestos-related claims for personal injury, wrongful death, or
property damage. 71 Some courts have also looked to the provisions of sections 105(a) and 1123(b)(6) to allow for
nondebtor releases in the context of plan confirmation. 72 In those circumscribed instances, courts have employed multipart tests to determine if a nondebtor release is appropriate 73 and, so long as the test has been satisfied, authorized
nondebtor releases. 74 By no means, however, are nondebtor releases universally permitted in the context of plan
confirmation. 75
Indeed, The Ninth and Tenth Circuits have held that nondebtor releases are prohibited by the Code, except in the asbestos
context. 76 The Ninth Circuit in In re Lowenschuss, 77 for example, concluded that a third-party release was contrary to
the express language of section 524(e). “Section 524 does not ... provide for the release of third parties from liability ...
This court has repeatedly held, without exception, that section 524(e) precludes bankruptcy courts from discharging the
liabilities of non-debtors.” 78
In turn, Circuit Courts that have authorized third-party releases have done so sparingly. The Second Circuit's decision
in In re Metromedia Fiber Network, Inc. 79 is instructive on this point. In Metromedia, the court voiced great hesitancy in
approving nondebtor releases. 80 Nondebtor releases are “a device that lends itself to abuse” insofar as they operate “as
a bankruptcy discharge arranged without a filing and without the safeguards of the Code.” 81 “No case has tolerated
non-debtor releases absent the finding of circumstances that may be characterized as unique,” and such releases have
been appropriate only in the rarest of cases. 82 The Metromedia court outlined the following factors that were to be
satisfied before such a release would be granted:
A nondebtor release in a plan of reorganization should not be approved absent the finding that
truly unusual circumstances render the release terms important to success of the plan, including
findings that the estate received substantial consideration ...; the enjoined claims were channeled to a
settlement fund rather than extinguished ...; the enjoined claims would indirectly impact the debtor's
reorganization by way of indemnity or contribution .... and the plan otherwise provided for the full
payment of the enjoined claims .... [or] the affected creditors consent[ed]. 83

The Sixth Circuit in In re Dow Corning Corp., 84 likewise, circumscribed the ability of bankruptcy courts to issue a thirdparty release, requiring the following factors to be satisfied before such a release could be given:
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(1) There is an identity of interests between the debtor and the third party, usually an indemnity
relationship, such that a suit against the non-debtor is, in essence, a suit against the debtor or
will deplete the assets of the estate; (2) The non-debtor has contributed substantial assets to the
reorganization; (3) The injunction is essential to reorganization, namely the reorganization hinges on
the debtor being free from indirect suits against parties who would have indemnity or contribution
claims against the debtor; (4) The impacted class, or classes, has overwhelmingly voted to accept the
plan; (5) The plan provides a mechanism to pay for all, or substantially all, of the class or classes
affected by the injunction; (6) The plan provides an opportunity for those claimants who choose not
to settle to recover in full and; (7) The bankruptcy court made a record of specific factual findings
that support its conclusions. 85

If third-party releases are permitted (if at all) only in limited circumstances and only in the context of a confirmed plan of
reorganization, the Bankruptcy Code, and in particular section 363, simply cannot authorize the insulation of an asset
purchaser from successor liability claims.

C. Section 363 Sale Orders Do Not Preempt State Successor Liability Law
There is no doubt that “courts have long recognized the exclusive authority of Congress and the federal courts to pass and
enforce the bankruptcy laws.” 86 A fundamental element of our federalist system as preserved by the Tenth Amendment,
however, is that the states do retain certain traditional sovereign powers that permit the regulation of matters relating to
the Bankruptcy Code. In turn, courts should assess claims of preemption with the “starting presumption that Congress
does not intend to supplant state law.” 87 Lacking a patently well-defined statement from Congress, courts should not
presume that the Bankruptcy Code intended to tramp on state rights. 88 Indeed, the presumption against preemption
is particularly strong in the bankruptcy context. 89 The United States Supreme Court has noted that, absent a “clear
and manifest” purpose to the contrary, “the Bankruptcy Code will be construed to adopt, rather than to displace...
state law.” 90 Similarly, it has also noted that “[i]f Congress wishes to grant ... an extraordinary exemption from
nonbankruptcy law, ‘the intention would be clearly expressed.”’ 91
Section 363 does not contain an express Congressional mandate empowering bankruptcy courts to sell debtor assets free
and clear of in personam claims, including successor liability claims. Instead, it is the courts that have interpreted section
363 broadly to permit the extinguishment of all claims said to arise from the property being sold, including successor
liability claims. 92 Absent express language in section 363 allowing assets to be sold free and clear of in personam claims,
neither section 363, nor a sale order entered thereunder, can preempt state successor liability law.

D. Successor Liability Claims are Born from the Conduct of the Asset Purchaser, and Not the Asset.
State law successor liability is generally imposed due to the conduct and acts of the purchaser, and not from the assets
being sold under a section 363 sale order. 93 As one commentator noted:
For example, the successor liability doctrine of express or implied assumption of liability is rooted in
the actions of the purchaser (agreeing or appearing to agree to assume liability). Similarly, when a de
facto merger is found, or a mere continuation enterprise justifies imposing successor liability, it is the
purchaser's postsale conduct (in continuing the business of substantially the same and manner) that
gives rise to liability. The same is true for successor liability founded upon fraudulent transfer and
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continued manufacture of a product line. All of these successor liability doctrines are grounded upon
acts or implications from acts of the purchaser, not the property. 94

Because successor liability arises from the conduct of the asset purchaser, and not from the asset being sold, it follows
that a section 363 sale order--which is intended to cleanse debtor assets as they are transferred to the asset purchaser-should not insulate the buyer from claims based on its own conduct or acts.

E. Decisional Law Interpreting Successor Liability in the Context of a UCC Article 9 Sale Further Supports the
Conclusion that Asset Purchasers Should Not Be Insulated from Successor Liability
Judge Posner in Teed concluded in dicta that the imposition of successor liability on an asset purchaser should be analyzed
differently in the context of an insolvent debtor. 95 In his view, imposing successor liability on those who purchased
assets from insolvent buyers would deflate asset values and upend the priorities of competing creditors. 96 Under a long
line of well-reasoned cases, discussed below, however, an entity that purchases assets at an Article 9 foreclosure sale-which foreclosure sale generally arises in the context of a debtor's insolvency--is simply not insulated from successor
liability claims. In turn, reliance on this decisional law provides a new approach to interpreting the meaning of section
363(f) “interests.”
In relevant part, section 9-617(a) of the Uniform Commercial Code provides that, “[a] secured party's disposition of
collateral after default: (1) transfers to a transferee for value all of the debtor's rights in the collateral; (2) discharges
the security interest under which the disposition is made; and (3) discharges any subordinate security interest or other
subordinate lien.” In turn, 9-617(b) provides that “[a] transferee that acts in good faith takes free of the rights and
interests described in subsection (a).” 97
Interpreting this provision, the U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey in Glynwed, Inc. v. Plastimatic, Inc., 98
concluded that a corporation that acquired assets via an Article 9 foreclosure sale remained legally responsible for a
successor liability claim against the debtor.
Nothing in the UCC supports [the successor's] argument that the [UCC foreclosure sale process] provides a safe harbor
against successor liability claims. [The creditor] is not looking to enforce a lien on the assets that [the successor] purchased
at the foreclosure sale, but is asserting a claim of successor liability. Contrary to [the successor's] assertions, this is a
distinction with a difference. 99

Ed Peters Jewelry Co., Inc. v. C & J Jewelry Co., Inc., 100 a case from the First Circuit, is instructive on this point. In Ed
Peters a sales agent brought an action to recover sale commissions from the corporation that acquired a manufacturer's
operating assets, asserting claims for successor liability, among others. The successor corporation acquired the assets
at a foreclosure sale, which followed the debtor's default of its secured loan. After recounting the general rule that a
corporation normally may acquire another corporation's assets without becoming liable for the divesting corporation's
debts, the First Circuit concluded that two state law successor liability theories were implicated in the lawsuit. 101 In
turn, the Ed Peters court analyzed the impact the foreclosure sale had on insulating the successor corporation from the
plaintiff's claims 102 and concluded that an “intervening foreclosure sale affords an acquiring corporation no automatic
exemption from successor liability.” 103
Likewise, in EEOC v. SWP, Inc., 104 the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Indiana stated that “[t]he
mere fact that the transfer of assets involved foreclosure on a security interest will not insulate a successor corporation
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from liability where [state law successor liability would otherwise impose liability].” 105 “While SWP involved a claim of
successor liability in an employment discrimination context rather than a commercial law context, it accurately reflects
the general rule that an intervening disposition of collateral under the UCC does not preclude successor liability.” 106
The rationale for these decisions is based upon the fact that an Article 9 foreclosure sale relates to in rem interests in
the debtor's assets, 107 while the indebtedness underlying the in personam interest pertains to a person or legal entity.
“Thus, although foreclosure by a senior lienor often wipes out junior-lien interests in the same collateral..., it does not
discharge the debtor's underlying obligation to junior lien creditors. [T]herefore, [the Article 9 foreclosure sale process]
focuses exclusively on the effect a foreclosure sale has upon subordinate liens, rather than any extinguishment of the
underlying indebtedness, whereas the successor liability doctrine focuses exclusively on debt extinguishment, be the debt
secured or unsecured.” 108 In short, a secured creditor and its debtor do not possess the power to effect a discharge of
underlying third-party debts pursuant to an Article 9 foreclosure sale. 109

VI. Conclusion
The inclusion in a section 363 sale order of boilerplate findings that the sale is purportedly free and clear of successor
liability claims should not insulate the asset purchaser from successor liability claims. Rather, the liability of a section 363
asset purchaser for successor liability claims should be determined by state successor liability law, and free of bankruptcy
court involvement.
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